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Actually, the occasion was born out of necessity.  After the great experience, however, the format 
is suitable for further use.

With «Wisdom Accelerator for Youth» (WAY), Marcelo Garcia has been a regular at the annual meeting of 
the World Economic Forum for years. WAY leverages the focus of the experts present at the time and puts 
them in direct contact with teenagers from around the world.  "Become wiser faster" is the motto of the 
young people accommodated on the Jakobshorn during this time.  WAY could not be carried out in 
January, but the accommodation was already booked. 

"The mountain railways agreed to postpone the booking until mid-March, and I decided to use the week to 
offer survival training to young refugees," says Garcia.  They should not only learn new skills, but above all 
their personality should be strengthened and they should discover what they can do.  In order not to set the 
language hurdles too high, young people from the Ukraine with some knowledge of English were selected 
as participants.  So finally a group of teenagers and adults accompanying them, who lived on the 
Jakobshorn from Monday to Friday, got together.  As a teacher, Garcia listed local specialists in the region 
and speakers from his large network who were connected via video.

Snow that warms
The first task on Tuesday was to build an igloo.  The adult trainer Petra Ahonen stamped snow next to the 
mountain station the day before in order to cut the necessary blocks out of it the next day.  Once the young 
people had understood the principle, several of the snow dwellings and structures were built. In the 
evening, everyone gathered for another inspiring exchange with a speaker connected via video.  This time 
it was about mental balance, whereas the night before there had been thought about "doing the 
unthinkable".

Ice of different shapes

On Wednesday we went to Schwarzsee, where we bathed in ice water under the guidance of adventurer 
Markus Blum.

The afternoon was used for an excursion to the Weissfluh summit and a lesson in energy production based 
on the empty Davosersee.  On Thursday, the participants were released with the task of finding a frozen 
waterfall.  And indeed, the majority of the group eventually turned up at the Ducanbach. The evening 
belonged again to the exchange. This time it was about life in Alaska, homelessness and the mental strain 
on helpers in Poland during the first influx of Ukrainian refugees. On Friday it was time to close the camp 
and start the long journey to western Switzerland. "This was a pilot project that showed that Davos has 
everything you need to successfully conduct such empowerment training," concludes Garcia.

Provided he receives the necessary financial security, he could imagine organizing more such 
camps.  "Actually, this is an offer that could also be used commercially," he thinks aloud.

PHOTOS

• The shape of the igloo is already apparent.

• Into the cold adventure: The Schwarzsee has enough cold water.

• Snow is known in Ukraine.  Mountains to it, that's new for the camp participants.
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